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Review of Pickersgill et al.:
This paper builds on previous work by Froehlich-Nowoisky et al. and examines seasonal variations in fungal spore behavior. The extension in this work is to examine
the size-dependent fractionation and seasonal behavior of different fungal taxa identified by lifestyle similarities in addition to genetic similarities. The authors find that
herbaceous spores, which tend to show strong seasonality, segregate into two categories whereby surface and pathogenic fungi are dominantly in the coarse mode while
saprophytic fungi are dominantly at smaller sizes. Woody fungi show minimal seasonality and are more evenly divided between the fine and coarse mode. Some evidence
is presented for time of year changes in the onset of sporulation in response to an
anomalously warm winter.
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This paper presents both a useful methodology and compilation of literature information
on various types of spores which can be applied in other studies and arrives at some
interesting conclusions regarding behaviors for different types of spores depending on
their lifestyle. I think the topic will be of interest to the readership of this journal and
have no major concerns with the paper. Some of the explanations for the patterns are
a little bit hand-wavey but I don’t know that it’s possible to say more definitively what
is driving the behavior and the patterns are interesting even if the explanation may not
prove to be as hypothesized. I think it would be helpful to have a brief conclusions
section highlighting the main findings of the paper even if it is simply a more detailed
version of the abstract. As written the reader is left trying to piece together all of the
different patterns and explanations into some kind of story and it would be kinder to
help them synthesize the information.
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A few small comments:
1. P2, line 3, “processes is also subject”-→ processes is also the subject” 2. P2,
lines 17-19, I find this sentence very confusing. I would at least break it into two sentences. Different evolutionary pressures will affect sporulation strategies. Pathogens
vs decomposers, for example, may respond to very different spatial distributions and
abundances of nutrients with different sporulation strategies. Or something like that. 3.
P2, line 30, recommend rewording to “we take a novel approach, introducing a. . .” 4.
P7, lines 4-11, this seems out of place here and might fit better in the methods section.
5. P7, line 4, I don’t understand this sentence. What is a 97% identity? I believe you
mean inter-species variability rather than inner? 6. P11, line 32, close parenthesis is
missing. 7. P12, line 1: References are not numbered and should be referred to as
“XXX et al. and references therein” 8. P12, line 19: omit author name in parenthetical
when name is referred to in regular text.
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